Simple, powerful print management

A CUSTOMER GUIDE TO PAPERCUT

Secure patient records
to stay compliant &
efficient in healthcare
Security and simplicity have been coded into PaperCut solutions
for over twenty years (that’s got to earn us a PhD, right?), so you
can focus on the health of your patients, not your printers.

Challenge
Your highest priority is the well-being and safety of your patients. That extends
beyond their physical health to protecting their Personal Health Information
(PHI). With prescriptions, charts, wristbands, and referrals floating around, this
can be a difficult area to control.

Integration with your
EMR application
PaperCut interoperates with
common EMR applications like
Epic, Cerner, Allscripts, and many
others. This means you can route
print jobs to the right printer and
tray, optionally hold that job for
secure release, and track every job
to a specific user to satisfy your
compliance requirements.

One-of-a-kind
compatibility
With the broadest range of print
manufacturer integrations and
operating system compatibility,
PaperCut can scale to suit simple
or complex environments.

So if you have . . .
▶ lack of visibility and control over who can print what and where
▶ PHI leaving your site without any form of traceability
▶ the need for interoperability between your Electronic Medical Record (EMR)
and printing systems
▶ a complex printing environment with a variety of printers and mobile devices
▶ confidential paperwork to fax to other clinics, departments, or even
external pharmacies
▶ staff that require printing to just work
. . . PaperCut is the solution for you.
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We have federal laws
relating to privacy.
Secure Print Release and
Find-Me Printing have really
made stakeholders more
confident in the level of
security we provide.
Baptist Health Care, USA

Solution

Benefit

PaperCut keeps your print environment healthy by adhering to
industry-leading security practices. It also slots in seamlessly
to make printing efficient, easy, and accessible in any location
without disrupting staff’s workflow.

4 ways PaperCut enhances
the print environment in
healthcare organizations

Secure PHI to maintain compliance
PaperCut is compliant out of the box, offering solutions to address both electronic
and physical EMR regulations. For printing, copying, and even faxing, PaperCut
tracks and protects your documents, then job logs and audit trails enable you to
trace all jobs back to their source. Secure Print Release ensures a job won’t print
until you authorize it at the device, so confidential patient information only releases
into the right hands. And after printing, watermarking and digital signatures can
identify who each page belongs to, altogether encouraging accountability.

Enable staff to work easier than ever
Since PaperCut takes a cross-platform and vendor-neutral approach, it works in
any environment, giving the same experience on every multi-function device for
ultimate efficiency. For doctors, nurses, and staff shuffling between departments,
clinics, and campuses, PaperCut’s Mobility Print enables their mobile devices – like
tablets, smartphones, and laptops – to print with ease. Print Deploy also manages
thousands of print queues across multiple sites, allowing you to replicate and push
queues to users in the right location.
Plus, Scan to Fax streamlines and secures yet another workflow.

Support your present and future
PaperCut has extensive experience with large, complex organizations, and has
scaled to over 4,000 printers and 1.2 million users. So wherever you are today and
wherever your growth takes you in the future, we’re confident to say, “We’ve got
you!” We’ve built a global network of expert partners, working around the sun to
provide you localized support – from initial setup and upgrades, to diagnosing
issues – taking care of you, while you’re taking care of patients.

Convenience that follows you
It’s no secret medical professionals are strapped for time. They can’t waste
valuable minutes figuring out what printer to send a job to, or where their print job
mysteriously disappeared to. That’s where PaperCut’s Find-Me Printing scrubs in.
With Find-Me Printing, every print job travels with you, so you can avoid scrolling
through a long list of available printers, and simply release at whichever is most
convenient. To top it off, it simplifies the administration side of things by
minimizing the number of print queues you need to manage.

Contact us to explore more benefits and features
sales@papercut.com
papercut.com

1. Secure your printing
from end-to-end so you
can rest at ease.

2. Maintain compliance
with confidentiality
regulations of electronic
and physical data.

3. Simplify printing so you
and your staff can focus
on what matters most.

4. Remove complexities
for a variety of devices and
printers across different
departments and locations.

